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Abstract
It is a frequent problem in network design to find a subgraph of a graph with minimum cost that satisfies certain connectivity requirements. We give a review of the different
classes of the problem and the best known approximation algorithms.

1 Introduction

 
 





An important problem in network design is to design networks that are resilient to failures.
Suppose we are given a graph
, where each edge is associated with a cost
.
The goal is to find a spanning subgraph of that satisfies certain connectivity requirements,
at minimum cost of the edges used. Such a possible requirement is that the subgraph
should
be edge-connected or node-connected. A graph is edge-connected if the deletion of any
edges leaves it connected. A graph is node-connected, if it has at least
nodes and
the deletion of any
nodes leaves it connected. So a edge-connected network continues
to allow communication between functioning sites even after as many as
links failed.
Unfortunately both the minimum weight edge-connected subgraph problem and the minimum weight node-connected subgraph problems are NP-complete. One possible way to get
“good” feasible solution to an NP-complete problem is to use approximation algorithms. An
-approximation algorithm is a polynomial algorithm that always produces a solution whose
value is at most times the optimum value.
The paper organized as follows: in section 2 and 3 we investigate the minimum weight edgeconnected subgraph problem and the minimum weight node-connected subgraph problem.
In section 4 a generalization of the minimum weight edge-connected subgraph problem is
considered.
























2 Edge-connectivity problems
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Let
be an undirected graph and for every
let
be a nonnegative
weight. Consider the problem of finding a minimum weight spanning subgraph
that is edge-connected. Khuller and Vishkin [?] gave a method that yields a 2 factor approximation algorithm for this problem. Their algorithm runs as follows: replace each edge
1

/102435 with two directed edges %06738 and %3970: with each edge having weight  . Call
this graph <; . Then choose an arbitrary vertex = of <; and find a minimum weight subgraph
)>; of ?; that contains  edge-disjoint paths from = to every other vertex of ?; . As it was
shown in [?] this subgraph can be found in polynomial time. If at least one of the directed edges
%06738 or %3970: is picked in )>; , then add %06738 to -, .
Lemma 1 The graph )@  A,. is  edge-connected.
Proof: Suppose that we can remove from )BC edges such that the remaining graph is
not connected. Then there exists a vertex 3 that is in a different component than = . It is clear
that = can not have  edge-disjoint paths to 3 in ?; . Thus, ) is  edge-connected.
Theorem 1 The weight of -, is at most twice the weight of the optimal solution.
Proof: Let EDGF H be an optimal solution to the minimum weight  edge-connected problem.
Consider all the anti-parallel edges corresponding to edges in ?DGF H . We get a directed subgraph
in <; with weight I$$%?DJFKH1 . This subgraph also has the property that it contains  edge-disjoint
paths from = to any vertex 3 . As the algorithm found the minimum weight subgraph satisfying
this property it follows that -,.MLNI$EDGF H% .
If all the weights are equal to one then there are better approximation algorithms. For this
case Cheriyan and Thurimella [?] presented an algorithm that achieves a performance ratio
.
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3 Vertex connectivity problems
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be an undirected graph and for every
let
be a nonnegative
Let
weight. Consider the problem of finding a minimum weight spanning subgraph
that is node-connected. For the unweighted case the best known algorithm is due to Cheriyan
and Thurimella [?]: their algorithm achieves a performance ratio of
. For the general
problem no constant factor approximation algorithms are known. The best known algorithm
is the algorithm of Ravi and Williamson [?] that achieves a factor of
where
. For the case of finding a 2 vertex-connected graph with minimum weight
an approximation algorithm achieving ratio
was given by Khuller and Raghavachari
[?]. Their algorithm uses similar technique to the one used in the previous section. The idea is
as follows: Create a new directed graph
as follows: replace each edge
with two
directed edges
and
with each edge having weight
. Let
be the lowest
edge in . Add a new vertex to
and the directed edges
and
of weight 0 to
.
Let
be a subgraph in
with minimum weight that contains 2 vertex-disjoint paths from
to each vertex in
. Frank and Tardos [?] showed that
can be found in polynomial time.
or
is picked in
, then add
to
. It
If at least one of the directed edges
can be easily shown that the graph
is 2 node-connected.
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Theorem 2 The weight of -,edefg$h is at most Iikl j times the optimal solution.
Proof: Let EDGF H be a minimum weight 2 vertex-connected subgraph of  . Consider the antiparallel edges corresponding to edges in EDGF H . We get a directed subgraph in  ; with weight
I$$%?DJFKH1 . From ` and b there are 2 vertex-disjoint directed paths to every vertex 3 and so there
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are 2 vertex-disjoint directed paths from to every other vertex . Since the algorithm of Frank
and Tardos finds the minimum weight subgraph of
having 2 vertex-disjoint paths from to
every vertex we get that
. Since every 2 vertex-connected graph has at least
edges, the minimum weight edge of is at most
. So
.
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4 Generalized Steiner-problem
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We are given a graph with non-negative weight function
on the edges. We are also
. Find a minimum weight set of edges
such that for every
given a function
subset
at least
edges of
have exactly one endpoint in .This problem can be
formulated as an integer problem:

?

 ~ [   ` 
`%5z}4M&Ns|z} for each z xN 
(1)
`  !fg(8Z$h for each <!vX
A special case of this problem is the so called generalized Steiner problem: find a minimum
weight subgraph of  that for every pair of nodes 3 and  contains at least =5%397 edge-disjoint
paths from 3 to  . If =?S , than the problem reduces to the minimum weight k edge-connected
subgraph problem.
A function svntI u p fg(5Z$h is called uncrossable if s W( and if s|% Ys|% @ for any
two sets  and  , then either s|1d}Cs|%  # or s%T}YsYT}# .
A function s>ntI$uvp w is called weakly supermodular if s|}C( and for any two sets  and
 we have
s|%s|%.L maxfs|%T6s|%SKKs|% d6s|1  h .
For uncrossable functions s Williamson [?] et al. give a factor 2 approximation algorithm.
min

The algorithm uses the primal-dual method for approximation algorithms. The dual of the linear
programming relaxation of (1) is:

~    z}bz}
~Z g bz} LN for u each <!v
(2)
bz}.&( for each z xN}X
Algorithm Uncrossable begins with the infeasible primal solution ¡£¢ and the feasible
dual solution b  ]( for all z . As long as there exists a violated set (that is a set z such that
 z}M¤ and ¦¥ z}M#( ), the algorithm iteratively performs a primal-dual improvement step.
In each iteration, the algorithm first identifies the minimal (with respect to inclusion) violated
sets for ¡ ; we will call these sets active. Then the algorithm increases the value of the dual
solution by uniformly raising the variables b  corresponding to the active sets until some edge
 becomes tight, i.e. ,$%§ Q [  b¨z} . Edge  is then added to ¡ . When ¡ becomes
feasible, the algorithm executes an edge-deletion stage, eliminating unnecessary edges from ¡ .
We denote the resulting set of edges by ¡  . Since at the end of the algorithm b is a feasible
max

dual solution, the following theorem implies that algorithm uncrossable is a 2-approximation
algorithm.

¡  b are the set of edges and the dual variables, respectively, returned by
§ R¥ © MLNI § bz} .
Williamson et al. [?] provided a I$)Tsª«¬g -approximation algorithm for the case when
the function s is weakly supermodular. We call this algorithm weakly supermodular. The
algorithm works in phases, and ensures that after phase  we have a set of edges ¡yF that satisfies
s®Ftz} Ysz}¨s¯ª«¬} . Hence after sª«¬ phases the set of edges ¡°±8²´³ is a feasible solution
to the problem. To augment the set of edges ¡:FZµ to ¡yF we have to add least one edge to each cut
5z for which ¶·®¥¦ ¸4¹º®z¯¶o»s®Ftz} . Let  Ftz}j ¼¾½`fsKF8z}W¶·®¥¦¸4¹º¦z}K ( . It can be prooved
that the function is uncrossable. So augmenting ¡:F º to ¡:F we have to solve the IP program

with function F . To solve this we can invoke the algorithm uncrossable defined above. Thus
the algorithm consists of s¯ª«¬ invocation of the Uncrossable algorithm.
Theorem 4 The algorithm weakly supermodular is a I$)Ts¯ª«¬g approximation algorithm for
any weakly supermodular function s , where )Ts¯ª«¬g}¿ PQIiNXZX[X¯N¯PQsª«¬ .
Theorem 3 If
and
the algorithm, then

4.1

A 2-approximation algorithm

Recently Jain [?] presented a 2-approximation algorithm for the problem (1) with weakly supermodular functions. The relaxation of the problem is:

 ~ [   ` 
`%5z}4M&Ns|z} for each z xN 
(ÀL`  LS for each <!vX
min

(3)

`

`

We assume that we are given an oracle that decides from a vector whether is a feasible
solution of (3) or it finds a constraint that is not satisfied. The algorithm works as follows:
1. Solve the (3) LP program optimally (this can be done by the ellipsoid method).
2. Make an optimal extreme point solution from an optimal solution.
3. Fix those edges to 1 that have value at least 1/2 in the optimal extreme point solution.
4. Delete these edges and solve the remaining problem iteratively.

`  &SPQI
According to this theorem after at most ¶ ¶ iteration we get a feasible solution of (3).
Let ÁeÂ be an extreme point solution of problem (3) and let Ãº r be the edges with ÁvÂ¯M&SPQI .
Let EÄ ÆÅ +@ Ãº r . After fixing the values of the edges of Ãº r to 1 we have to solve the
following modified problem:

Theorem 5 (Jain) In any extreme point solution of problem (3) there is at least one edge with
.
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` ÇRÉ1ÊGË zÌ.&Ns|z} Z º ~ %ÏQÐÒÑKÓ  for each zxN}
Ã ÍoÎ
(ÀL`  LS for each ?!v/%EÄ Å ®X
min

The function in problem (4) is weakly supermodular so we can do the iteration again.

(4)

Ô Â Ô ÄÂ ÆÅ

IÔ ÄÂ ÆÅ

iÄ Å

iÄ Å d Ãº r

Theorem 6 Let and
be the optimal values of (3) and (4) respectively. If
is a solution
of problem (4) with weight at most
then
is a feasible solution of (3)with weight
at most
.

I$Ô Â

The theorem shows that the final solution is at most twice the optimum so the algorithm is
a 2-approximation.
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